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contributed articles this book critically examines the relevance of the
geographical location of the andaman and nicobar islands near to malacca strait
gives ample scope for free port transshipment port ship repair base and offshore
bunkering facility for international sea lanes isls to create potentially a very
strong maritime power and felicitator in the region and to eliminate the sea
piracy drug trafficking and gunrunners in the region the andaman and nicobar
command anc formed recently playing decisive role and promoting cooperation
among littoral countries of bay of bengal the geo politics and strategic studies
remain relevant in the changing world scenario irrespective of the fact whether
there is war or peace the geo politics will remain relevant as long as there is
multi state system which includes weak as well as powerful states there is
increasing fragmentation and marginalisation of the countries of the south asia
in the asian power structure there is an imperative need to safeguard the energy
interests and voicing the concerns of the india in the era of globalization
particularly the presence of sea tigers pirates smugglers gunrunners and muslim
fundamentalist in the region and posing threat to indiaâ s sovereignty india has
embarked on a period of radical changes in its economic policies in this context
this volume will be useful for the strategic analysts and foreign policy planners
for securing better tomorrow in the context of look east policy indeed the islands
have possessed enormous geo political and strategic importance due to close
proximity with asean and bimstec countries this volume is a significant
contribution to the existing literature on geo politics and strategic studies this
book is all about the incredible last point of india great nicobar it was the ex
servicemen from punjab who first inhabited in the great nicobar island on 23 4
1969 ad and this paved way from other states for settlement in great nicobar
island induction of ex servicemen settlers brought life into the great nicobar
island their struggle and sacrifice in developing this island braving the severe
weather conditions and non availability of adequate medical facilities brought
great nicobar island into the limelight the dedication struggle and sacrifice
shown by all ex servicemen of great nicobar island is beyond comparison and
put great nicobar island on the map of progress this encouraged me to write
about induction of ex servicemen settlers to great nicobar island this gazetteer
the first of its kind provides a comprehensive history of the andaman and
nicobar islands in the twentieth century illustrating the economic and cultural
integration of the islands into the union of india after independence the volume
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begins with a detailed account of the islands history till 1900 the andamans are
believed to have been visited by the celebrated venetian explorer marco polo in
the fourteenth century however it was not until the late 1800s that lt archibald
blair of the british east india company mapped them and established an outpost
bringing them firmly under the company s control after the 1857 uprising india s
colonial rulers built the cellular jail kala pani for political prisoners book jacket
being an important book it gives an ethnographic information of the tribes along
witha brief description of the islands and includes 1996 statistical figures it also
highlights the tribal distribution of the negritos in south east asia through
bothtext and maps useful data has been provided in fprm of numerous tables
through which one can get a glimpse of the indian tribal situation this document
is of immense value as an indispensable reference tool it covers almost all facets
of tribals of andaman and nicobar islands ink black seas a scattering of islands
far from the home country beautiful beaches lush forests strange tribes a penal
colony and a few years ago a devastating tsunami that is usually the sum of
knowledge that most people have about the andaman and nicobar islands yet
there is so much more that is wondrous and fascinating about these tiny bits of
sea encircled land green islands tells us the many stories of this unique
archipelago its history its many mysteries its folklore and island life in the 1960s
in a captivating travelogue that grabs your attention right from the first page an
analysis of accounts of sufferings and sacrifices of the kalpani and an exposition
of scholarly research to establish the historical facts the negrito tribe of the
great andamanese is on the verge of extinction today numbering only about 29
this study was researched by dr d k chakraborty at strait island where the tribe
has been resettled while critically examining the nature of the group s struggle
for survival it seeks to document changes in the tribes life ansd culture including
family and kinship systems life cycle rituals myths and legends subsistence
economy and political organization it should prove useful to scholars
researchers administrators and planners interested in the study and
development of tribal communities a study both on andaman and nicobar islands
as well as lakshdweep islands looks at environmental impact assessment
common features as well as sigificant differences part i andaman and nicobar
islands part ii lakshadweep part iii flore fauna forests and people of the islands
origin illustration about the book the book deals with a detailed account of
plants and animals used by the negrito and mongoloid tribals of andaman and
nicobar islands in their routine life for food shelter dugout canoe making toboos
rituals and medicines this first full length book addresses disasters in the
context of vulnerability of the andaman and nicobar islands that comprise 572
islands in the bay of bengal it looks at the disasters that the islands have
experienced in the last 200 years and analyzes major disasters since colonization
by the british raising some critical questions this book attempts to understand
the overall profile of disasters the facts causes damage response and recovery in
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the andaman and nicobar islands it discusses earthquakes cyclones tsunami and
epidemics as well as impacts of world war ii the penal colony and the post
independence resettlement on the tribal population the work will serve as a rich
resource with its detailed tables figures maps and diagrams appendices and
database ranging from travelogues census of india reports and fieldwork to right
to information rti petitions that collect hitherto unknown facts the book will be
useful to students of geography disasters and disasters management climate and
environmental studies history sociology island and ocean studies and south asian
studies the tribal areas were the last to come under the british power because of
their difficult terrain and inaccessssibility in mainlanmd india but with refeernce
to the tribes of andaman and nicobar islands the aborigines were the first to
come under the bri the book covers all aspects of fascinations and attractions of
the andaman nicobar islands in seven chapters chapter 1 is introductory in
nature by classifying the tourists from the view point of economics i e economic
tourists and non economic tourists chapter 2 describes the informational
fascination chapter 3 deals with the historical fascination chapter 4 presents the
socio cultural fascinations chapter 5 relates to educational fascination the places
and natural fascinations are given in chapter 6 and chapter 7 provides the
conclusion providing independent quality reference documents this report
highlights issues related to the development priorities of the islands and looks to
the future in areas such as health education tribal development environment
agriculture ports and shipping and air connectivity the analysis also suggests a
long term plan to restore the livelihoods adversely affected by the tsunami in
december 2004 and it serves as a useful reference to stimulate informed debate
on the policy issues faced by the union territory geographical social and cultural
history of andaman and nicobar islands india the islands are places of total
enchantment with azure waters and pristine beaches even though they have
come a long way from their moments of glory and pathos this title provides
information about these islands andaman and nicobar islands popularly known
as kala pani comprise of 572 islands only 36 being inhabited the early history of
these islands of exquisite beauty is shrouded in mystery occupied by east india
company towards the close of the 18th century they were used by the british for
a penal settlement after 1857 prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment were
kept in a cellular jail the real inhabitants of these islands are however some
aboriginal tribes like the great andamanese the onge jarawas sentinelese and
shompens whose past is mysterious and future uncertain the japanese had made
all preparations for the occupation of the islands a decade before actual
occupation on 23rd march 1942 new hopes and desires of independence were
enkindled in the minds of the islanders however the duration of this period of
friendship was extremely short and people were soon caught in a grip of terror
resulting in atrocities round ups and mass murders netaji s visit also could not
improve the situation the nuclear attacks brought japan to her knees and the
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instrument of surrender was signed at port blair on 9th october 1945 as a result
of the war crime courts out of 16 accused 6 were executed at singapore and the
rest were sentenced to various terms ranging from 7 to 25 years the islands now
enjoy the status of a union territory this book offers an extensive study of
indigenous communities in the andaman and nicobar islands india and their
methods of forest conservation along with an exploration of the impact of
forestry operations in the islands and the wide scale damage they have incurred
on both the land and the people through an in depth analysis of the contrasting
indigenous practices and governmental forestry schemes the author has
compared the modern joint forest management resolution with the ethos and
practices of the indigenous people of the andaman and nicobar islands
throughout the book readers will learn about the different indigenous
communities inhabiting these islands and the treasure of knowledge each of
them provide on forest conservation the book establishes that the notion of
knowledge is politicized by the dominant culture in the context of andaman s
forest tribes and traces how this denial of the existence of indigenous knowledge
by government officials has led to reduced forest area in the region the book
also explores and analyses strategies to utilize and conserve the tribes profound
knowledge of the biodiversity of the islands and study their efforts towards
forest conservation protection and rejuvenation andaman and nicobar islands
india travel guide andaman and nicobar islands is a group of 3000 islands which
includes chain of mountains and ridges with moderate heights and gradients
that are indeed the major tourist attractions here the geography at andaman and
nicobar islands states that the archipelago comprises of north andaman south
andaman middle andaman and little andaman in the andaman group of islands
as well as great nicobar nancowry car nicobar chowra and katchal in the nicobar
group of islands amongst all the islands great andaman and ritchie archipelago
are the top tourist destinations with some surreal beaches for the holiday
andaman features thrilling watersports like snorkeling sea walks and scuba
diving amongst several others in many of islands beaches hence calling
adventure junkies from far and wide visitors would also enjoy their time basking
in the sun on the white sandy beaches overlooking the azure blue waters while
sipping on a refreshing drink witnessing the sunrise and sunset is certainly an
unbeatable experience which indeed adds to a memorable beach holiday here
the tourism of andaman is not only confined to a memorable beach holiday as
the archipelago is also blessed with lush flora including evergreen tropical
rainforest canopy making a holiday for nature lovers quite a memorable one too
these forests engross an assorted a jumble of indian malaysian and indigenous
floral stretches that attract a lot of wildlife lovers there are more than 2000
varieties of plants found here these islands are extremely profuse with fauna and
around 50 species of forest mammals are found here among which 26 rat
species and 14 bat species are primarily notable the andaman and nicobar
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islands are undoubtedly one of the very few places in the world today where
man has so far survived in his original form and manners the isolation and
remoteness of the islands have made the tribal situation a subject of challenge
and interest to social workers social scientists and anthropologists the objective
of the book is to give momentum to slow and steady growth of tribal welfare and
development in the andaman and nicobar islands it contains six papers from
various anthropologists the papers based on applied in nature and contents
directly or indirectly are conducive to the uplift of tribes of andaman and
nicobar islands in view of its multi disciplinary in nature the book which is first
of its kind would be of immense help and use to general readers academicians
sociologist social workers demographers and anthropologists rendezvous the
forbidden land of the nicobar islands takes the reader on a tour through the
isolated and exotic nicobar islands a rare treat as the islands even today are
difficult to access and visitors are restricted this group of islands an archipelago
in the bay of bengal is rich in rainforests sandy beaches marine life bird life and
home to a mix of human cultures including little known indigenous groups
between 1982 to 1985 the author served as police chief of the nicobar islands in
this position he travelled extensively throughout the islands and came to know
tribal chiefs tribal customs and participated in tribal celebrations a keen
observer of human nature the author delivers an insider s view of life in the
police service dealing with poaching on the high seas rogue crocodiles and the
absurdities of bureaucracy and officialdom he brings a naturalist s sensitivity to
his observations of the diverse bird life marine life and geography of the
archipelago told through a lively set of stories these recollections are a valuable
snapshot of the time and will be of interest to naturalists historians
anthropologists and of course armchair travellers the andaman island are
inhabited by the pure negrito blood members of perhaps the most ancient race
remaining on the earth and standing closest to the primitve human type these
unique foragers are surviving at present at the different stages of life and



Tourism Perspective in Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1998 contributed
articles
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1994 this book critically examines the
relevance of the geographical location of the andaman and nicobar islands near
to malacca strait gives ample scope for free port transshipment port ship repair
base and offshore bunkering facility for international sea lanes isls to create
potentially a very strong maritime power and felicitator in the region and to
eliminate the sea piracy drug trafficking and gunrunners in the region the
andaman and nicobar command anc formed recently playing decisive role and
promoting cooperation among littoral countries of bay of bengal the geo politics
and strategic studies remain relevant in the changing world scenario
irrespective of the fact whether there is war or peace the geo politics will
remain relevant as long as there is multi state system which includes weak as
well as powerful states there is increasing fragmentation and marginalisation of
the countries of the south asia in the asian power structure there is an
imperative need to safeguard the energy interests and voicing the concerns of
the india in the era of globalization particularly the presence of sea tigers
pirates smugglers gunrunners and muslim fundamentalist in the region and
posing threat to indiaâ s sovereignty india has embarked on a period of radical
changes in its economic policies in this context this volume will be useful for the
strategic analysts and foreign policy planners for securing better tomorrow in
the context of look east policy indeed the islands have possessed enormous geo
political and strategic importance due to close proximity with asean and bimstec
countries this volume is a significant contribution to the existing literature on
geo politics and strategic studies
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 2007 this book is all about the incredible last
point of india great nicobar it was the ex servicemen from punjab who first
inhabited in the great nicobar island on 23 4 1969 ad and this paved way from
other states for settlement in great nicobar island induction of ex servicemen
settlers brought life into the great nicobar island their struggle and sacrifice in
developing this island braving the severe weather conditions and non availability
of adequate medical facilities brought great nicobar island into the limelight the
dedication struggle and sacrifice shown by all ex servicemen of great nicobar
island is beyond comparison and put great nicobar island on the map of progress
this encouraged me to write about induction of ex servicemen settlers to great
nicobar island
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1994 this gazetteer the first of its kind provides a
comprehensive history of the andaman and nicobar islands in the twentieth
century illustrating the economic and cultural integration of the islands into the
union of india after independence the volume begins with a detailed account of
the islands history till 1900 the andamans are believed to have been visited by
the celebrated venetian explorer marco polo in the fourteenth century however



it was not until the late 1800s that lt archibald blair of the british east india
company mapped them and established an outpost bringing them firmly under
the company s control after the 1857 uprising india s colonial rulers built the
cellular jail kala pani for political prisoners book jacket
History of Great Nicobar Island The Ascent 2018-12-21 being an important
book it gives an ethnographic information of the tribes along witha brief
description of the islands and includes 1996 statistical figures it also highlights
the tribal distribution of the negritos in south east asia through bothtext and
maps useful data has been provided in fprm of numerous tables through which
one can get a glimpse of the indian tribal situation this document is of immense
value as an indispensable reference tool it covers almost all facets of tribals of
andaman and nicobar islands
The Andaman and Nicobar Islands in the Twentieth Century 2005 ink black seas
a scattering of islands far from the home country beautiful beaches lush forests
strange tribes a penal colony and a few years ago a devastating tsunami that is
usually the sum of knowledge that most people have about the andaman and
nicobar islands yet there is so much more that is wondrous and fascinating
about these tiny bits of sea encircled land green islands tells us the many stories
of this unique archipelago its history its many mysteries its folklore and island
life in the 1960s in a captivating travelogue that grabs your attention right from
the first page
Tribes of Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1999 an analysis of accounts of
sufferings and sacrifices of the kalpani and an exposition of scholarly research to
establish the historical facts
The Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1908 the negrito tribe of the great
andamanese is on the verge of extinction today numbering only about 29 this
study was researched by dr d k chakraborty at strait island where the tribe has
been resettled while critically examining the nature of the group s struggle for
survival it seeks to document changes in the tribes life ansd culture including
family and kinship systems life cycle rituals myths and legends subsistence
economy and political organization it should prove useful to scholars
researchers administrators and planners interested in the study and
development of tribal communities
Green Islands of the Andamans and Nicobars 2016-10-07 a study both on
andaman and nicobar islands as well as lakshdweep islands looks at
environmental impact assessment common features as well as sigificant
differences part i andaman and nicobar islands part ii lakshadweep part iii flore
fauna forests and people of the islands origin illustration
Black Days in Andaman and Nicobar Islands 2004 about the book
Andaman & Nicobar 1989 the book deals with a detailed account of plants and
animals used by the negrito and mongoloid tribals of andaman and nicobar
islands in their routine life for food shelter dugout canoe making toboos rituals



and medicines
Report of the Administration of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and the Penal
Settlements of Port Blair and the Nicobars for the Year 1886 this first full length
book addresses disasters in the context of vulnerability of the andaman and
nicobar islands that comprise 572 islands in the bay of bengal it looks at the
disasters that the islands have experienced in the last 200 years and analyzes
major disasters since colonization by the british raising some critical questions
this book attempts to understand the overall profile of disasters the facts causes
damage response and recovery in the andaman and nicobar islands it discusses
earthquakes cyclones tsunami and epidemics as well as impacts of world war ii
the penal colony and the post independence resettlement on the tribal
population the work will serve as a rich resource with its detailed tables figures
maps and diagrams appendices and database ranging from travelogues census
of india reports and fieldwork to right to information rti petitions that collect
hitherto unknown facts the book will be useful to students of geography
disasters and disasters management climate and environmental studies history
sociology island and ocean studies and south asian studies
The Great Andamanese, Struggling for Survival 1990 the tribal areas were
the last to come under the british power because of their difficult terrain and
inaccessssibility in mainlanmd india but with refeernce to the tribes of andaman
and nicobar islands the aborigines were the first to come under the bri
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 2005-01-01 the book covers all aspects of
fascinations and attractions of the andaman nicobar islands in seven chapters
chapter 1 is introductory in nature by classifying the tourists from the view point
of economics i e economic tourists and non economic tourists chapter 2
describes the informational fascination chapter 3 deals with the historical
fascination chapter 4 presents the socio cultural fascinations chapter 5 relates to
educational fascination the places and natural fascinations are given in chapter
6 and chapter 7 provides the conclusion
Andaman, Nicobar, and Lakshadweep 1989 providing independent quality
reference documents this report highlights issues related to the development
priorities of the islands and looks to the future in areas such as health education
tribal development environment agriculture ports and shipping and air
connectivity the analysis also suggests a long term plan to restore the
livelihoods adversely affected by the tsunami in december 2004 and it serves as
a useful reference to stimulate informed debate on the policy issues faced by the
union territory
Andaman & Nicobar Islands 2002* geographical social and cultural history of
andaman and nicobar islands india
Tourism in Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1998 the islands are places of
total enchantment with azure waters and pristine beaches even though they
have come a long way from their moments of glory and pathos this title provides



information about these islands
The Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Report on the Census. Calcutta 1903 1903
andaman and nicobar islands popularly known as kala pani comprise of 572
islands only 36 being inhabited the early history of these islands of exquisite
beauty is shrouded in mystery occupied by east india company towards the close
of the 18th century they were used by the british for a penal settlement after
1857 prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment were kept in a cellular jail the
real inhabitants of these islands are however some aboriginal tribes like the
great andamanese the onge jarawas sentinelese and shompens whose past is
mysterious and future uncertain the japanese had made all preparations for the
occupation of the islands a decade before actual occupation on 23rd march 1942
new hopes and desires of independence were enkindled in the minds of the
islanders however the duration of this period of friendship was extremely short
and people were soon caught in a grip of terror resulting in atrocities round ups
and mass murders netaji s visit also could not improve the situation the nuclear
attacks brought japan to her knees and the instrument of surrender was signed
at port blair on 9th october 1945 as a result of the war crime courts out of 16
accused 6 were executed at singapore and the rest were sentenced to various
terms ranging from 7 to 25 years the islands now enjoy the status of a union
territory
Report on the Administration of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and
the Penal Settlement of Port Blair 1912 this book offers an extensive study of
indigenous communities in the andaman and nicobar islands india and their
methods of forest conservation along with an exploration of the impact of
forestry operations in the islands and the wide scale damage they have incurred
on both the land and the people through an in depth analysis of the contrasting
indigenous practices and governmental forestry schemes the author has
compared the modern joint forest management resolution with the ethos and
practices of the indigenous people of the andaman and nicobar islands
throughout the book readers will learn about the different indigenous
communities inhabiting these islands and the treasure of knowledge each of
them provide on forest conservation the book establishes that the notion of
knowledge is politicized by the dominant culture in the context of andaman s
forest tribes and traces how this denial of the existence of indigenous knowledge
by government officials has led to reduced forest area in the region the book
also explores and analyses strategies to utilize and conserve the tribes profound
knowledge of the biodiversity of the islands and study their efforts towards
forest conservation protection and rejuvenation
Ethnobotany of Aborigines of Andaman-Nicobar Islands 1999 andaman and
nicobar islands india travel guide andaman and nicobar islands is a group of
3000 islands which includes chain of mountains and ridges with moderate
heights and gradients that are indeed the major tourist attractions here the



geography at andaman and nicobar islands states that the archipelago
comprises of north andaman south andaman middle andaman and little andaman
in the andaman group of islands as well as great nicobar nancowry car nicobar
chowra and katchal in the nicobar group of islands amongst all the islands great
andaman and ritchie archipelago are the top tourist destinations with some
surreal beaches for the holiday andaman features thrilling watersports like
snorkeling sea walks and scuba diving amongst several others in many of islands
beaches hence calling adventure junkies from far and wide visitors would also
enjoy their time basking in the sun on the white sandy beaches overlooking the
azure blue waters while sipping on a refreshing drink witnessing the sunrise and
sunset is certainly an unbeatable experience which indeed adds to a memorable
beach holiday here the tourism of andaman is not only confined to a memorable
beach holiday as the archipelago is also blessed with lush flora including
evergreen tropical rainforest canopy making a holiday for nature lovers quite a
memorable one too these forests engross an assorted a jumble of indian
malaysian and indigenous floral stretches that attract a lot of wildlife lovers
there are more than 2000 varieties of plants found here these islands are
extremely profuse with fauna and around 50 species of forest mammals are
found here among which 26 rat species and 14 bat species are primarily notable
Birds of Andaman & Nicobar Islands 1984 the andaman and nicobar islands are
undoubtedly one of the very few places in the world today where man has so far
survived in his original form and manners the isolation and remoteness of the
islands have made the tribal situation a subject of challenge and interest to
social workers social scientists and anthropologists the objective of the book is
to give momentum to slow and steady growth of tribal welfare and development
in the andaman and nicobar islands it contains six papers from various
anthropologists the papers based on applied in nature and contents directly or
indirectly are conducive to the uplift of tribes of andaman and nicobar islands in
view of its multi disciplinary in nature the book which is first of its kind would be
of immense help and use to general readers academicians sociologist social
workers demographers and anthropologists
Papers Relating to the Nicobar Islands 1870 rendezvous the forbidden land of
the nicobar islands takes the reader on a tour through the isolated and exotic
nicobar islands a rare treat as the islands even today are difficult to access and
visitors are restricted this group of islands an archipelago in the bay of bengal is
rich in rainforests sandy beaches marine life bird life and home to a mix of
human cultures including little known indigenous groups between 1982 to 1985
the author served as police chief of the nicobar islands in this position he
travelled extensively throughout the islands and came to know tribal chiefs
tribal customs and participated in tribal celebrations a keen observer of human
nature the author delivers an insider s view of life in the police service dealing
with poaching on the high seas rogue crocodiles and the absurdities of



bureaucracy and officialdom he brings a naturalist s sensitivity to his
observations of the diverse bird life marine life and geography of the
archipelago told through a lively set of stories these recollections are a valuable
snapshot of the time and will be of interest to naturalists historians
anthropologists and of course armchair travellers
The Vulnerable Andaman and Nicobar Islands 2018-03-14 the andaman
island are inhabited by the pure negrito blood members of perhaps the most
ancient race remaining on the earth and standing closest to the primitve human
type these unique foragers are surviving at present at the different stages of life
and
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 2001
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 2007
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Development Report 2008
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 2000
The Islands and Tribes of Andaman and Nicobar 2006
The Jarawa 1990
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1906
Under the Shadow of Death 2019-06-25
The Tribals of Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1991
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1985
Fresh Water Algal Flora of Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1992
Indigenous Forest Management In the Andaman and Nicobar Islands,
India 2018-11-07
Andaman and Nicobar Islands 1971
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, India 2019-11-15
Tribal Development in Andaman Islands 2003
Rendezvous: Forbidden Land of the 'Nicobar Islands' 2015-03-04
The Primitive Tribes of Andaman & Nicobar Islands 2004
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